Introduction.
The following lemma is fundamental in the algorithm of reciprocal arrays for the solution of multiplicative diophantine equations in certain arithmetics as developed by E. T. Bell. Rational arithmetic and the theory of ideals in an algebraic number field provide instances of these arithmetics, and in all cases the fundamental theorem of unique decomposition into prime factors is required.
By use of this algorithm Bell has obtained the complete solution of a large class of diophantine equations, and by means of an application of Lemma 1 (and results derived from it) to equations reducible in particular algebraic number fields the present writer has obtained the complete solution of some interesting diophantine equations.
In this paper Lemma 1 is generalized to an arbitrary algebraic field, and the method of proof is then applied to a multiplicative equation from which we immediately obtain a formula exhibiting all the rational integers satisfying x 2 +ay 2 =z 2n+1 . The procedure is to replace the algebraic indeterminates in the given multiplicative equation by the principal ideals they generate ; then solving this equation by the method of arrays we obtain the solution in terms of ideals. In this solution, by a use of properties of equivalent ideals all the ideals are replaced by suitable principal ideals and the complete solution of the given equation is deduced.
Parentheses enclosing a letter denote the corresponding principal ideal; thus (X), (e), • • • . The conjugates of the ideal £ are represented by £', £", • • • , £( nx >. Two ideals, a and /3, are said to be equivalent if an ideal y exists such that the products ay, /3y are both principal ideals; the equivalence of a and /3 is expressed by a~fi.
3. Generalization of Lemma 1. We shall now prove the following result. PROOF. By Lemma 1 all solutions of
and the ideals of the right-hand members must be restricted to the values which make the left-hand members principal ideals. Since the products a/3, 7/3 are to be principal ideals then a^y. Let { be a representative ideal of each class in which a is a member. Then a~£ and it follows that Thus all solutions of (3.2) are obtainable from
This implies that the set of all integers satisfying (3.1) is given by
where €i€ 2 = € 3 e 4 . Make the reversible substitution A = ef^S, B = T, ^ = ci€r 1 F, C= errand we have the required result.
4. The equation XX = z 2n+1 . Hereafter the field g is an arbitrary quadratic number field and the conjugate of an integer X and an ideal a are denoted by X and â respectively.
The following theorem will be verified by induction. If we put X = x+ ( -a) ll2 y } then (4.1) becomes x 2 +ay 2 = z 2n+1 and equating rational and irrational parts we obtain from (4.2) an explicit representation for all rational integers satisfying this equation. Although in general the solution appears in rational form, yet ïor each value of a the indeterminates x, y, z can be expressed by a finite number of polynomials in integral parameters. For, for each value of a the parameter E has only a finite set of integral values and the requirement that the right-hand members of (4.2) be divisible by In order to select all integers from the above rational forms of x, y', z, it is necessary and sufficient to impose the following congruential conditions upon the coordinates of Hi = r+sW, H2=m+nW where TF=(l + (-47) 1 / 2 )/2: (i) £ = 1. If n even then r, 5 even; otherwise no restrictions on r, s. (iii) E = 3 2 . w(m+w)^0 (mod 3), r=s==0 (mod 9); m -6ws±3 (mod 9), rs5 = 0 (mod 9); w-6rc=±9 (mod 27), r+s=0 (mod 9); w~6ws0 (mod 27), but m-lUn^O (mod 3 6 ), r+s=0 (mod 3); ra -114w = 0 (mod 3 6 ) requires no restriction on r and 5. m+7w=±3 (mod 9), rs=s = 0 (mod 9); w+7w==±9 (mod 27), r==3s = 0 (mod 9); m + 7n^0 (mod 27) but m + H5n^0 (mod 3 6 ), r = 0 (mod 3) ; m +115^ = 0 (mod 3 6 ) requires no restriction on r and s. If in addition to the above n is even then r and 5 must both be even. The above conditions were obtained by considering in turn the cases according as H2B2 is divisible by eu e\>
For the proof of Theorem 2 we use the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 2. All solutions of aâ=7j3j5 are given by a = 010203, i3 = 0i02, 7 = 0303.
LEMMA 3. All solutions of aâ=^y are given bya = 01020304, j3 = 01020303, y = 01020404.
The proof for Lemma 2 is exactly as given in a previous paper 8 where the indeterminates were integers of a unique factorization quadratic field ; Lemma 3 follows immediately by a repeated application of Lemma 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.
We now show independently that Theorem 2 holds for n = 1 and then complete the proof by mathematical induction. From Lemma 2 it follows that all a, (0) Then a = <£i<£2<?2, (2) = #i<s5i$2<5?>2j
where we have put Xi = <£i, %J<z\i=<t>2 since X 2 , X 3 , X4 always appear in this product form. Substituting these values of the parameters in the preceding formulas for a, (z) gives 
